
Giant Deckchair
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

SUPPLIED HARDWARE CHECKLIST

1x Wooden frame
1x Fabric seat

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONS

2x Padlocks (not supplied)
1x Friend (not supplied)

Remove the outer packaging. 
Do not use a blade to cut the packaging – 
you may damage the fabric inside.1

The frame is large. Ask a friend to help you 
fold out both sets of legs. 2

1
2

Push leg 2 up to leg 1. Close the clasps on
either side and secure with your padlocks.3

Place padlock here.

Stand the chair up.

4

Manufactured by Grafenia Operations ltd, Third Avenue, The Village, Trafford Park, Manchester M17 1FG
This giant deckchair is intended for contract use.

All fabric components are fire retardant to EN B-S1, D0 standard (or equivalent).
Frame safety tested to EN 581-1:2017 and EN 581-2:2015 (Contract Level) standards.



Giant Deckchair
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Attach the top of the seat to
the top of the frame using the
velcro strips.5

Wrap the seat around the top of the 
frame once.6

Wrap the seat around the bottom of the 
frame once.7

Attach the bottom of the seat to the bottom of 
the frame using the velcro strips.8

FULLY ASSEMBLED EXAMPLE

Giant Deckchair



FULLY ASSEMBLED EXAMPLE

Giant Deckchair
CARE GUIDELINES

110kg

Position on a stable, 
level surface and 
do not exceedthe 

recommended weight
limit of 110kg.

Check the fabric and
frame regularly for signs 
of wear. Check the bolts 
and tighten as needed.

Store your deckchair
securely when not in 
use. Use the padlock 

loop to secure it when 
in use.

Giant deckchairs are for
chilling out, not climbing
on. Keep children under
supervision at all times.

Do not machine wash. 
Clean with a damp cloth. 

Do not use detergent, 
bleach or chlorine based 

products.

The wooden frame can 
be gently brushed to 
remove dirt and dust.

Lifespan will be affected
by climate, usage 

and care. Re-treat the 
wooden frame

after 12 months.


